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The participation of speech and language therapists in the assessment and management of dysphagia patients is a comparatively recent phenomenon. It is an aspect of their remit with neurologically impaired patients which has gained progressive recognition by many health care workers, whilst others remain sceptical about the appropriateness of the speech and language therapist’s involvement with this patient group. Indeed some of the profession’s own members consider that this is a disorder in which therapists should not be involved. This view is shared both by those who have little or no experience in the area and by those who are concerned about the considerable drain on already limited resources which is created by providing a service to both patients with dysphagia and those with communicative disability.

This latter concern in particular needs to be investigated, but the justification for speech and language therapists undertaking such work is irrefutable. The therapist’s work in this area is widely supported by the discipline’s own professional bodies. However, the potentially life-threatening nature of the disability, which is very different from other disorders encountered by speech and language therapists, is acknowledged and due care taken to equip therapists with the specialist skills necessary to undertake work effectively with dysphagia patients.

Education on the subject is introduced at undergraduate level but therapists are recommended to attend a recognized training course post-qualification and to subsequently maintain and update their knowledge. Indeed, many therapists have become experts in this disorder, undertaking further postgraduate studies at both Master and Doctorate level.

The timing of the speech and language therapist’s initial involvement with the dysphagic patient is largely dependent on the individual’s underlying neurological disorder. For example, a patient presenting with sudden onset of neurological signs may be referred within 24 hours of admission. Alternatively, a patient suffering from a progressive neurological disorder may not be referred until such time as the swallowing problem is having a significant impact on the individual.

All patients with dysphagia should have access to the service via a written medical referral. This ensures that the medical practitioner is in agreement with the swallowing assessment being carried out.

It is interesting to note that the referral form frequently states ‘gag reflex absent – evaluate swallow please’. Although an absent or diminished gag reflex has been considered by some authors to contribute to an increased predilection for aspiration, many clinicians consider that there is little correlation between this feature in isolation and the patient’s ability to swallow. This observation would seem to be supported objectively by research findings of Horner et al., and most recently of Bleach.

Upon receipt of referral, evaluation of the swallow pattern may take one of two forms: objective measurement or subjective clinical procedure. A combination of both measures is considered optimum by many, most notably when a joint assessment is carried out by relevant professionals as detailed by Price et al.

Of the objective measures, videofluoroscopy is the most widely used and its contribution to the assessment process is emphasized by a number of research findings which suggest that silent aspiration cannot be identified using clinical judgement in isolation from this radiological procedure.

The benefits of utilizing such a technique seem apparent but consideration should also be given to its limitations. For example, the short controlled sample of the patient’s swallow during the X-ray...
may not demonstrate the aspiration which takes place in a normal setting. Similarly the adverse reaction, particularly of elderly patients to the unfamiliar environment and taste of barium can influence their performance and may not be representative of the individual's abilities.\textsuperscript{13}

It is also noted by some researchers that videofluoroscopy, whilst usually establishing the presence of aspiration, does not give an indication of the magnitude of material aspirated nor the tolerance or ability of the lungs to clear the infiltrate.\textsuperscript{16} These features can only be identified through the use of scintigraphy,\textsuperscript{17} a more sophisticated radiological process than videofluoroscopy, which is, as yet, not widely used with dysphagic patients in this country.

The information obtained from scintigraphy is arguably more useful than solely confirming the presence of aspiration as it may help to identify a potential population of 'safe aspirators'.\textsuperscript{16} These patients can be demonstrated to aspire prandial contents without adverse respiratory sequelae due to the lungs' tolerance and rapid clearing of the foreign material. For some patients, however, such invasive procedures may be deemed inappropriate and for others there may be no access to these techniques. These facts, plus the limitations noted above, highlight the need for development of a more comprehensive clinical evaluation procedure.

Researchers have recently attempted to meet this requirement and have adopted an increasingly functional approach to evaluating the swallow pattern.\textsuperscript{18,19} Of these evaluations, the forthcoming 'Functional Assessment of Dysphagia' (FAD) perhaps presents as one of the most detailed in-depth procedures furnishing the therapist with considerable information about the patient's swallowing abilities.\textsuperscript{20} It also provides an objective record of responses thus allowing changes in the individual's performance to be monitored more accurately over time.

Such an assessment initially covers areas which influence the patient's swallowing abilities, namely general condition and posture. This information is gathered from observation and advice obtained from other relevant professionals. It progresses to investigation of afferent information, covering structures around the face and oral cavity. Many existing procedures omit this from their repertoire but without appropriate afferent information being received, competent efferent patterns cannot be instigated. After documenting appearance of relevant structures, the patient's motor abilities for swallowing are evaluated on functional activities which emulate the movements of the articulators during the eating and swallowing process. These responses are rated on a five-point scale and enable the therapist to predict where the patient may experience difficulty.

The final section investigates abilities on direct oral intake over the three initial phases of the swallow pattern; namely the oro-preparatory, oral and pharyngeal phases. A prescribed variety of consistencies are included as the influence of consistency on the eating and swallowing abilities of neurologically impaired patients is well documented\textsuperscript{21,22} Consequently, the results of this may indicate that modification of diet alone would minimize risk of aspiration thus negating the need for alternative regimens to be considered.

On oral intake, seven significant areas are evaluated: (1) lip closure on retrieval from vessel; (2) lip closure throughout oral phases; (3) lateral tongue movement during mastication (on appropriate consistencies); (4) tongue movement on posterior propulsion of bolus; (5) triggering of the swallowing reflex. Here the excruciation and timing of laryngeal movement is measured by both visual and tactile monitoring to allow for more accurate evaluation of the competence and effectiveness of the swallow pattern. Such measurement is suggested but not stipulated, in only one other published assessment;\textsuperscript{19} (6) triggering of a cough reflex before/during/after intake on each consistency; and (7) voice quality following intake on each consistency. Once again items are rated on a five-point scale to reflect change on reassessment.

Comparison is warranted between this type of procedure, which is widely used by speech and language therapists, and that employed in medical studies to determine the incidence of dysphagia in neurologically impaired patients. An example of the latter may be taken from the study of Gordon and colleagues\textsuperscript{23} who aimed to establish the incidence of dysphagia in stroke patients admitted to an acute general hospital. Here dysphagia was evaluated by observing the patient's ability to drink 50 ml of water. Dysphagia was considered to be present if the patient coughed during attempts to drink. Whilst coughing or choking on intake is a sure sign of aspiration, the study does not account for the number of patients who may have been silent aspirators. Moreover, it is suggested that this form of assessment, whilst arguably being adequate for audit purposes, does not have application to day-to-day patient management as the subsequent information gained does not enable the team to make reliable judgements concerning the patient's suitability or otherwise for continued oral intake. Conversely, the results of a comprehensive clinical assessment as described earlier enable the speech and language therapist to establish the patient's potential for aspiration and to provide this information to relevant disciplines.

It is proposed that the subsequent decision regarding management of the patient should not be the responsibility of one professional health care group alone. Instead, the multidisciplinary team should reach a joint decision regarding future
management based on such factors as assessment findings, medical condition, and not least, the wishes of the patient and/or family. The need for joint decision is again reinforced by acknowledgement of the fact that the subject of feeding is an emotive issue. This is well illustrated by several researchers and further emphasized by the wealth of debate created by the recent ethical cases in the USA involving proposed withdrawal of alternative feeding regimens from patients who are in a persistent vegetative state. If decisions regarding proposed management of the dysphagic patient are not made in conjunction with all relevant personnel, it is likely that professional groups may become antagonistic and estranged, neither of which is conducive to good patient care.

The speech and language therapist's subsequent intervention following assessment is largely determined by the outcome of the multidisciplinary team's discussions. However, other factors also influence the type of treatment offered. A recent preliminary study suggests that these other aspects include motivation, cognitive function and availability of support.

Contingent upon the above, the management undertaken will either involve active therapy or advice only to patient and/or carer. Active therapy is directed towards improving the swallow pattern and minimizing the potential for aspiration. Specific exercises are given to improve oromotor and laryngeal function during the eating and swallowing process. These may include thermal stimulation or teaching compensatory strategies such as a supraglottic swallow or head rotation. The value of such applied treatment techniques to the recovery process of the dysphagic patient is well observed clinically and is supported by research findings.

The aim of providing advice alone without employing specific treatment techniques is also to minimize risk of aspiration on oral intake and to increase patient comfort. However, this is achieved through more indirect methods with patients for whom active, more aggressive therapy is considered inappropriate. Such patients may include those in the final stages of a progressive illness, those with significant cognitive deficits or the very elderly.

Here the patient and/or carer may be advised on certain aspects including positioning, modification of dietary consistencies and optimum environmental conditions to encourage and facilitate a safer, more pleasurable feeding situation. Such advice is often given in collaboration with connected agencies, notably physiotherapy, dietetics and occupational therapy.

Irrespective of the proposed type of intervention, medical agreement should be sought prior to instigation and related disciplines informed of this and any future change in approach. This liaison between relevant professions is necessary to confirm that safe feeding practices are implemented thus ensuring the patient's well-being.

In conclusion, the role of the speech and language therapist in the assessment and management of dysphagic patients is not to be the primary decision maker. Instead the speech and language therapist has a responsibility to use his/her special skills to evaluate the swallowing process thoroughly, provide the multidisciplinary team with the results of such procedures, participate in the decision-making process regarding management, and implement appropriate intervention strategies as agreed by the medical team. In this way, the speech and language therapist may contribute greatly to patient care, and reduce or limit the need for costly resources being required for neurological patients where aspiration on oral intake may be a likely consequence of dysphagia.
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